To induce the landing risk, and improve the safety of pilots and carrier-based aircraft, this paper presents an improved landing risk assessment based on statistics error multi-attribute dynamic decision making (MADM). Attribute values is shown as triangular fuzzy numbers, and ordering vectors are achieved through possibility-degree and ordering expression. Finally, the rank ordering is acquired. The model simulation results indicate the better performance of the new method in comparison with the traditional controller with more accuracy and practicability.
Introduction
Landing risk of carrier-based aircraft has always existed in every point during landing process. To ensure landing safely and quickly, there are lots of studies for researching. [1] had established the Landing Signal Officer (LSO) instruction associated with operation guide system to control hazard. Asymmetric variable universe adaptive landing fuzzy controller for carrier-based aircraft was designed to control the landing voyage in [2] .
The rest of this paper is structured as follows: next section we first analyze the landing risk evaluation problem. Section 3 designs the landing risk assessment based on statistics error MADM. Landing simulations of carrier-based aircraft should be shown in Section 4.
Problem Description
Generally speaking, for landing system of carrier-based aircraft which is shown in Figure 1 , landing risk evaluation should be realized as Figure 2 by four steps [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Step 2: Calculate comprehensive attribute assessment.
Step 3: Possibility-degree formula
Step 4 Step 5: We can describe
Step 6: Calculate rank value of x i .
Step 7:
Model Simulation
There are five alternatives 
Conclusion
This paper has introduced an improved decision making approach based on statistics error MADM. The decision making problem whose rank alike especially. At last statistics error multi-attribute dynamic decision making has an application in landing risk assessment of carrier-based aircraft. Simulation results show that the reasonable and application of the new algorithm.
